Alternatives to face-to-face consultation with a GP

Why this research was needed?

The Five Year Forward view has identified that there is pressure of increased demand to move away from providing the traditional face-to-face consultation with a GP for all consultations. In response to these pressures, GP services are adopting digital alternatives to face-to-face consultation with a GP. New NIHR research addresses questions of how these alternatives can best be used to meet the needs of GPs, their teams, and patients.

As technology has become more widely available, some general practices have begun to adopt alternative methods of consulting such as telephone triage, but despite the pressure on GPs to offer more consultations by email or Internet video programmes such as Skype, most practices have been slow to adopt these alternatives. This reflects a reluctance expressed by general practitioners about the impact of introducing additional consultation methods on demand and on their capacity, and concerns about achieving safe use. Research is described from which lessons can be learnt for wider implementation in primary care.

Cochrane reviews confirm that there is little high-quality research in this area and the existing evidence comes largely from the USA, Australia and other countries containing large rural areas with dispersed populations where tele-consultation or alternatives to face-to-face contact are more established. Over the last few years there has been an emerging body of evidence that shows forms of multi-channel patient contact, for example email, web chat, e-forms, social media and communication channels from telephone to internet to smart phone apps can deliver efficiency gains and improve quality in general practice. However, much of this comes from those who have developed commercial solutions for general practice and local evaluations often report very mixed results.

What we found from NIHR research

NIHR has funded studies exploring the cost and effectiveness of alternatives to face-to-face consultations, what impact they have on patient satisfaction, working practices in primary care, and use of other health services.

A completed study by Campbell et al conducted a randomised controlled trial (RCT) of GP-lead triage using components of the Stour Access System (GPT) or nurse-led computer-supported triage, (NT) using the Plain Healthcare Odyssey PatientAssess system, compared with usual care (UC) by a GP for patients seeking same-day consultations. 42 GP services participated in Devon, Bristol/Somerset, Warwickshire/Coventry and Norfolk/Suffolk. All patients contacting the practice on a first occasion with a request for a same-day consultation were included by the receptionist if they were both well enough and able to communicate without difficulty. Introducing either GPT or NT resulted in an increase (33% and 48% respectively) in the number of primary care contacts (including within practice, Out Of Hours, Walk in and A&E services) in the 28 days following a patient’s request for a same-day consultation when compared with the practices’ usual processes for handling such requests.

Introduction of GPT was associated with an increase in overall GP workload compared with usual care, but the study identified a reduction in GP face-to-face contacts. NT was also associated with an overall increase in total primary care workload; however, it too was associated with a reduction in GP contacts. These
changes indicate a redistribution of GP workload from face-to-face to telephone consultations after introduction of GPT and a redistribution of workload from GPs to nurses after introduction of NT.

The study found that both nurse-led (computer-supported) and general practitioner-lead telephone triage were cost neutral to the NHS compared with usual primary care. Triage appeared safe, and no differences in patient health status were observed. Nurse telephone triage was associated with a mixed reception by patients. Patients reported that it was easier to get through to the practice on the phone in practices implementing GPT in comparison with UC, and that it was harder to get prompt care in NT by comparison with GPT and with usual care by a GP.

Because most of the contacts were in general practice, the study provides evidence about general practice workload. Past research has suggested that telephone triage or consultation by a GP or a nurse might be associated with a reduction in GP same-day consultations of about 40% 9 10. However, re-consultation rates within the few weeks after telephone consultation increased by a similar magnitude. Any reduction in GPs’ workload from reduced numbers of face-to-face contacts was more than compensated for by a substantial increase in the number of telephone contacts undertaken in GP triage. By contrast, introduction of nurse triage seemed to result in an overall reduction in GP workload, but with no reduction in overall costs11.

Introducing any technology into a human system can have far-reaching effects that are difficult to predict12. New forms of consultation may shift workload to others while not reducing the burden on primary care overall, or possibly increasing burden on practices and alter patient’s experience of care. The researchers recommend the whole-system implications should be assessed when introduction of such a system is considered8.

**How can GP services be improved using this research?**

If the priority is to reduce GP face-to-face workload, the introduction of either GP triage or nurse triage might be of practical relevance but does not reduce cost8.

Substitution of telephone consultations for face-to-face consultations does not reduce overall workload but changes the nature of that workload11.

**Current research:**

A two-year study (13/59/08) by Salisbury et al, completing Jan 2017 aims to identify the use of alternatives to face-to-face consultations in GP practices in Bristol, South Gloucestershire, North Somerset, Oxfordshire, Lothian and Highland and Islands, a total of 434 practices (http://www.nets.nihr.ac.uk/projects/hsdr/135908). Findings from a GP practice survey in this project (response rate 319/421 practices 76%) shows that despite the majority of practices offering telephone consultations on a frequent basis (66%), fewer practices were implementing email consultations (6%). None were frequently using internet videos (for example, Skype™, FaceTime®), with 86% having no plans to introduce internet video consultations. Individual GPs report similar patterns of use. Given there is little actual experience by GPs, the attitudes towards these options seem to be speculative and reflects their concerns around their burgeoning workload. The next stage of the study is to look in depth at practices that either currently offer, are about to introduce, or have ceased to offer, an alternative method of consultation3.
The guidance and website resource for practices that is being developed aims to help NHS managers and practice staff determine how alternative methods of consultation may work for their practice population and for the GPs in the practice. A review informing this study considers how alternatives to face-to-face consultation in primary care might be developed and understood, bearing in mind the needs of those who plan, implement and research these alternatives. They recommend a process of co-design with patients and clinicians is used to anticipate, and where possible overcome the attitudinal apparent barriers to implementation.

A recent innovation in general practice involves all patients requesting a face-to-face consultation being asked to speak to a doctor (telephone triage), who is not part of their usual practice. Commercial providers report gains that the services can deal with two-thirds of requests for GP appointments on the phone, greatly reduced waiting times for appointments, improved continuity of care, improved patient experience and reduced A&E attendance and emergency admissions. The on-going study by Roland et al (13/59/40) is due to complete in September 2017. The team will work with commercial providers and use a mix of qualitative and quantitative approaches and a cost-consequences analysis to evaluate the impact of these schemes on practices enrolled with them. [https://www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/projects/135940/#/](https://www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/projects/135940/#/)

The study will address concerns highlighted in previous systematic reviews about equality of access to services for patients who do not speak English, those with hearing or speech impairments and those with learning disabilities and the safety of telephone consultations.

The Prime Minister’s GP Access Fund (Formally Challenge fund) has funded two waves of pilot sites that set out to identify innovative ways to improve access to General Practice and deliver GP services, with many including ways to increase the use of technology to provide alternatives to face-to-face consultations. The NIHR CLAHRC West are assessing the impact of how eConsult, a suite of online patient services developed to give patients access to advice and care via their own GP practice website and allowing patients to consult their GP from home is working for practice staff within the One Care Consortium across Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire: [http://clahrc-west.nihr.ac.uk/research/projects/improving-access-primary-care-study/](http://clahrc-west.nihr.ac.uk/research/projects/improving-access-primary-care-study/)

**Policy Context and policy evaluation:**

GP consultations provide triage, diagnosis and assessment, treatment and support for management of long term conditions, preventive and public health interventions, healthcare system navigation including referral and diversion through the system to community and hospital specialist healthcare providers. These are typically of 10 minutes duration, face to face. The Five Year Forward view has identified that this model has become outdated as a model for all consultations, as demand has changed. The 10 High Impact Changes in primary care include alternatives to traditional consultations by telephone, text, and e consultation. These feature some of the innovations that have been taken forward the GP Access Fund pilot sites in England, which aim to improve access to general practice and stimulate innovative ways of providing primary care services. There are 57 pilots covering over 18 million population (a third of the country) in over 2,500 practices. A commissioned evaluation of the first 20 pilot sites (wave 1) focused on three key national programme objectives: to provide additional hours of GP appointment time; to improve patient and staff satisfaction with access to general practice and to increase
the range of contact modes\textsuperscript{17,18}. The report states there were 12 sites using telephone consultations or GP telephone triage, 6 used video consultations and 7 used e consultations. Of these, telephone consultations were most used. The authors also stated that there is growing evidence to suggest that investment in telephony infrastructure can be cost effective, however, more work needs to be done to understand the appropriate models that will realise most savings (i.e. a central call centre or individual practice telephone systems)\textsuperscript{17,18}. The impact across all sites, and therefore across a complex array of innovations indicates that capacity was increased and may have addressed unmet demand, some of which may have previously been diverted to ambulatory attendance at Emergency Departments. There was no discernible effect on Out Of Hours Services or emergency hospital admissions. While this evaluation of the Prime Minister’s Challenge Fund included some interviews with patients, and use of the existing national GP survey data on satisfaction with access, little is known about the patient perspective; how the services are designed to meet the diverse needs of local populations, their expectations and experience of care. A second wave of sites, comprising 37 new sites, is subject to a further commissioned evaluation by NHS England\textsuperscript{19}.
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